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ABSTRACT
A primary goal of evolutionary robotics is to create systems
that are as robust and adaptive as the human body. Mov-
ing toward this goal often involves training control systems
that process sensory information in a way similar to humans.
Artificial neural networks have been an increasingly popu-
lar option for this because they consist of processing units
that approximate the synaptic activity of biological signal
processing units, i.e. neurons. In this paper we train a non-
linear recurrent spino-neuromuscular system (SNMS) model
and compare the performance of genetic algorithms (GA)s,
particle swarm optimizers (PSO)s, and GA/PSO hybrids.
Several key features of the SNMS model have previously
been modeled individually but have not been combined into
a single model as is done here. The results show that each
algorithm produces fit solutions and generates fundamen-
tal biological behaviors, such as tonic tension behaviors and
triceps activation patterns, that are not explicitly trained.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.9 [Artificial Intelligence]: Robotics

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
Spinal Cord, Neural Networks, Spiking Networks, Genetic
Algorithms, Particle Swarm Optimizers, Breeding Swarm
Optimizers

1. INTRODUCTION
In biology, neural networks in the spinal cord provide the

body with a remarkably precise and adaptive system for
control. Motor neurons and muscle fibers exchange elec-
trical signals to produce controlled anatomical movements
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throughout the body. Thus, designing a biologically plausi-
ble neural controller can potentially allow researchers to har-
ness the properties of biological systems that are uniquely
suited to control complex mechanical systems.

The nervous system has an unmatched ability to control
highly nonlinear systems, i.e. skeletal muscles. Muscles
consist of thousands of muscle fibers that respond to elec-
trochemical signals from the spinal cord to move the body
[12]. In turn, feedback signals from muscle fibers allow the
spinal cord to adapt and activate muscle groups in order to
generate smooth and precise motions. By modeling control
systems after the spinal cord, we increase our understand-
ing of the role and importance of certain neural pathways
in the nervous system. It also opens the door to develop-
ing prosthetic devices that interpret brain signals the same
way the spinal cord does and to design robots with similar
possessing abilities.

An overarching goal of evolutionary robotics is to create
autonomous agents that are as robust and precise as the hu-
man body. This typically involves training systems to pro-
cess information received from visual, auditory, and tactile
sensors. Research in evolutionary robotics focuses on goals
such as training agents to generate controlled motions and
finding optimal paths through mazes. However, these meth-
ods typically do not use biologically realistic architectures
to process sensory signals. Although these methods often
use spiking neuron models that mimic the computational
power of a single nerve cell, the network architecture does
not propagate and process the information in a biological
way. Thus, a key step in moving toward biologically realis-
tic information processing is to use a biologically plausible
network architecture to control robotic systems.

This paper applies three stochastic/evolutionary algorithms:
1) genetic algorithms (GA)s, 2) particle swarm optimizers
(PSO)s, and 3) breeding swarm optimizers (BSO)s, which
is a GA/PSO hybrid, to train anatomical motion in a bio-
logically based spino-neuromuscular system (SNMS) model.
Neural networks in the spinal cord simultaneously integrate
signals from the brain and muscle sensors to determine the
amount of stimulation that the muscle fibers require to ac-
complish a motion. Our model mimics this integration by
simulating descending brain signals and muscle feedback
pathways which encode the contractile velocity and length
of muscle fibers.

Our results show these algorithms, with varying degrees
of success, effectively train the 700+ real-value and binary
parameters in the model to generate controlled anatomical
movements. Furthermore, comparisons with data from hu-
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man subjects show that the training process produces key
biological control mechanisms that are not explicitly trained.

2. BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORK
Artificial neural networks use individual processing units,

neurons, to mimic the processing power of the nervous sys-
tem. Traditional connectionist neural networks consist of
neurons that compute static functions of their inputs [6,
16, 24] which, in the biological sense, represents an activity
level (i.e. frequency) for that neuron. Networks consisting
of these neurons are effective for many applications such as
classification, prediction, and control systems. However, as
our understanding of the nervous system increases, more bi-
ologically realistic neuron models have emerged, i.e. spiking
neurons. Spiking neurons more accurately model the tem-
poral dynamics of biological neurons. Thus, networks of
spiking neurons can more accurately approximate the signal
processing abilities of neural networks in the brain or spinal
cord.

Although spiking neural networks are uniquely suited for
biological applications, researchers also use them for various
types of problems commonly solved with traditional neural
networks [9, 18]. Furthermore, spiking neurons are computa-
tionally more powerful than traditional neurons [15]. Thus,
practitioners can construct small networks of spiking neu-
rons to accomplish the same task as a traditional network
of greater size. This is done in the hope that the smaller
number of synaptic weights will ease the training process.

However, training spiking neural networks requires inno-
vative techniques. Traditional feed-forward neural networks
are trainable via back-propagation or Hebbian learning. Un-
fortunately, these training techniques cannot accommodate
the temporal characteristics of spiking neural networks. For-
tunately, researchers are developing a new generation of
neural network training techniques. Instead of training nu-
meric input-output patterns, these methods use mathemat-
ical methods to train temporal spiking patterns [13, 19].
These techniques are useful in pattern recognition and con-
trol system problems, but only when the objective is to train
a known input/output spiking pattern. However, in some
problems the patterns needed to solve the problem are not
known. This is often the case when the task of a neural net-
work is to control a mechanical system because the goal is
typically quantified in terms of a desired motion and not a
particular network output pattern. These scenarios need a
new training approach that does not depend on practitioners
knowing the input/output patterns a priori.

Thus, our goal is to use stochastic algorithms to train a
spiking neural network, and other parameters in the system,
to control a biologically plausible neuromuscular model of
an arm. This approach lets the user specify the quality of
potential solutions in terms of error from a target motion.
This way the practitioner does not need to know the specifics
of the network’s output patterns required to produce the
desired motions.

3. MODELS
Each of the following sub-sections describe key compo-

nents of the SNMS model. The arm consists of two groups of
muscle fibers corresponding to the biceps and triceps. Each
muscle fiber is controlled by semi-independent neural sub-
nets. Information about the state of the muscle fibers is fed

Figure 1: The joint has a movable lower limb with
center of mass indicated by mg. The parameters of
the joint model are listed in Table 1.

back into its muscle’s subnets to allow for adaptive behav-
iors in the system. The timestep for all model components
is 0.01 seconds.

3.1 Joint Model
The joint model used in our experiments (Figure 1) has

a single frictionless degree of freedom. The motion of the
forearm is dependant on contractions by either muscle and
the force of gravity. Furthermore, rotational springs are
encountered at π-2.4 and π-0.4 radians to model resistance
to over-contraction and hyperextension, respectively, in the
human arm. The connections of the muscles are shown as
I1 and I2 in Figure 1 and the movable section of the limb is
modeled as a uniform cylinder. The parameters of the joint
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Joint model parameters
Movable Limb Radius 0.2 meters
Movable Limb Mass 0.6 kg

Timestep 0.01 seconds
L1 0.08 meters
L2 0.8 meters
L3 0.08 meters
L4 0.72 meters

Spring Constant 20
Spring Damping Constant 10

3.2 Muscle Model
The Hill model [2, 8, 11] is commonly used to simulate

skeletal muscle systems and their nonlinearities. We use the
second canonical, functionally equivalent, form of the Hill
model because this form is easiest to apply to multiple mus-
cle fibers acting in parallel with one another [17]. Our imple-
mentation of each muscle has six independently triggerable
muscle fibers connected to a common tendon. Each mus-
cle fiber receives a binary signal from its alpha-motoneuron
(α-MN) and contracts according to the Hill equations. A
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muscle fiber contracts during a given timestep if its α-MN
is active and relaxes otherwise. The tendon component of
the model stretches and shortens depending on the activity
of each muscle fiber. The muscles connect to the upper por-
tion of the arm and to the forearm near the joint as indicated
in Figure 1.

The Hill model is organized into four mechanical compo-
nents: the 1) contractile element, 2) damping element, 3)
serial elastic components (SEC)s, and the 4) parallel elas-
tic component (PEC). This form of the Hill model depicts
the muscle fibers as the “serial” elastic component and the
tendon as the “parallel” elastic component. This model also
generalizes to represent many motor units where a motor
unit is comprised of a single motoneuron and all the muscle
fibers it innervates1. The SEC models the elastic properties
of muscle fibers in a motor unit while the PEC models the
elasticity of a single tendon. The contractile element mod-
els the contraction and relaxation of muscle fibers and the
damping element models the coupling between the rate of
muscle contraction and fiber tension.

3.3 Neuron Model: Integrate-and-Fire
Each neuron in the network is an integrate-and-fire (IF)

spiking neuron with time constant τ0=0.05 seconds [4, 10,
21]. Over time an IF neuron receives input signals from
presynaptic neurons which increase the neuron’s potential.
In the absence of input, the potential decays exponentially.
However, if a volley of input signals causes the neuron’s
potential to exceed its threshold, the neuron fires and sends a
signal to all its postsynaptic neurons. After a neuron fires it
enters a refractory period of a single timestep during which it
cannot build up any potential. This is commonly referred to
as the absolute refractory period [12]. With this refractory
period, each neuron can have a maximum frequency of 50 Hz
which is within the range of biological firing rates for regular
spiking neurons [22]. After the refractory period, the neuron
can build potential and fire again. The IF neuron is modeled
with

s(t + Δt) =

�
(1 − Δt

τ0
)s(t) + Δt

τ0

�
n ωnxn , s(t) < 1

0 , s(t) ≥ 1
(1)

and

y(t) =

�
1 , s(t) ≥ 1

0 , s(t) < 1
(2)

where the functions s(t) and y(t) are the neuron’s electric
potential and output, respectively, at time t. The summa-
tion in Equation 1 represents the sum of synaptic inputs
multiplied by their respective weights.

3.4 Neural Network
Our neural network model is designed to incorporate what

are believed to be the key control pathways in the SNMS,
including the group Ia and group II afferent pathways, the Ia
inhibitory interneurons, and Renshaw cell inhibition (Figure
2). The system’s neural network consists of 180 IF neurons

1In this paper, each group consisting of one contractile el-
ement, one damping element, and one serial elastic com-
ponent will be called a motor unit where an entire muscle
consists of six motor units. Biologically, a motor unit also
includes the innervating α-MN.

Figure 2: This figure shows a single neural subnet
with descending neural pathways to the spinal neu-
rons for one agonist motor unit. The group Ia and
group II afferent structures are mathematical prox-
ies for the overall effect of extrafusal and intrafusal
fibers on the spindle nerve endings [12]. This subnet
is repeated five times for the remaining agonist mo-
tor units and six times for the six antagonist motor
units.

with 700+ synaptic connections and is composed of twelve
subnets, one for each of the twelve muscle fibers in the bi-
ceps and triceps. The subnets have identical topologies and
receive independent descending inputs (Figure 2). The indi-
vidual subnets contain chains of neuron clusters which model
individual descending pathways to the spinal neurons. The
agonist muscle refers to the muscle fiber innervated by the
α-MN and antagonist refers to fibers in the opposing mus-
cle. The input to a given subnet is implemented as three
synchronous unipolar inputs.

In biology, it is difficult for a simple chain of neurons to
propagate a signal because a relatively high input frequency
is needed for each neuron in order to fire. Even with a
high input frequency to a simple chain, the firing frequency
of each successive neuron decreases significantly unless the
synaptic weights are arbitrarily large. It is more likely that
these pathways are organized as groups of neurons where in-
formation is passed from one group to the next. This archi-
tecture is known as a synfire chain. Each descending node in
Figure 2 is implemented as a synfire node [1, 23, 25], where
each synfire node is a collection of three IF neurons that are
fully connected to the preceding node and following node.
The use of synfire nodes allows signals to propagate without
this attenuation and also allows for complex variations in
descending signal patterns.

After neuronal signals propagate from the brain and down
the spinal cord, they synapse on the α-MN which activates
skeletal muscle fibers. When activated, the α-MN sends a
signal to muscle fibers causing them to contract and shorten
which moves the associated joint. Furthermore, like many
artificial nonlinear control systems, the spinal cord has an
inhibitory feedback mechanism, the Renshaw cells. These
cells are thought to modulate and control the α-MN’s rate
of discharge to produce controlled motions [3]. The connec-
tions of the α-MN and Renshaw cell are shown in Figure 2.
Each Renshaw cell has inhibitory synaptic links to all six
α-MNs in its muscle’s network.
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The spinal cord also has feedback systems to receive state
information from muscle fibers. The most prominent types
of feedback in skeletal muscles are the primary (group Ia)
and secondary (group II) afferents which relay the contrac-
tile velocity and length of muscle fibers, respectively, back
to the spinal cord. In the model, the Ia proxy afferent neu-
ron receives two real valued inputs which reflect the average
change in length per timestep (i.e. velocity) of the six mus-
cle fibers during the current timestep. One velocity input
is active when the average muscle fiber length is decreasing
and the other is active when it is increasing. These inputs
are separated to reflect the high and low frequencies of ac-
tion potentials associated with muscle fiber contraction and
relaxation. The model also includes a group II proxy affer-
ent neuron in each subnet which receives the average muscle
fiber length at each timestep. This neuron sends its output
only to the local α-MN and the last descending synfire node
(Figure 2).

Alpha-MN activation causes direct contraction of normal
muscle fibers, also called extrafusal fibers. The gamma-
motoneuron (γ-MN), on the other hand, causes contraction
of modified muscle fibers called intrafusal fibers. Contrac-
tion of these fibers do not contribute to the contractile force
of the muscle but increases their sensitivity to changes in
length as the entire muscle’s length changes. In turn, the
intrafusal fibers serve as the input to the afferent feedback
neurons mentioned previously. The model also includes the
γ-MN which receives descending signals in parallel with the
α-MN [12]. This models the phenomena known as α − γ
(alpha-gamma) coactivation. We simulate the sensitivity of
excited intrafusal fibers by adding a synapse from the γ-MN
to the proxy afferent neurons (Figure 2). Furthermore, the
inhibitory connection from the α-MN to the afferent neu-
ron is a mathematical proxy for the muscle shortening that
occurs just after the α-MN fires. After a contraction, the
tension on the muscle fiber decreases momentarily lowering
the afferent neuron’s potential.

Training the network requires adjusting 12 real values
used to determine the strength of each contractile element,
12 binary values to determine which biceps motor units re-
ceive descending inputs during the upward (6) and down-
ward (6) motion, and 700+ real values for each synaptic
connection. We use the GA (Genetic Algorithm), PSO (Par-
ticle Swarm Optimizer), and BSO (Breeding Swarm Opti-
mizer) to train the system because adjusting this number of
parameters by hand would clearly be prohibitive.

4. EXPERIMENTS
The following algorithms train three distinct parameter

types in the model: The 1)synaptic weights, 2)strengths of
muscle fibers, and 3)binary selectors for neural subnets. All
individuals in each algorithm are randomly initialized in the
same manner where synaptic weights are randomly selected
uniformly in the interval [0,4] (excitatory) and [-4,0] (in-
hibitory), fiber strengths in the interval [0,6], and subnet
selectors in the uniform binary interval [0,1]. The velocity
vectors in the PSO and BSO initialize with the intervals
as their respective position vectors both in the positive and
negative direction with the exception of the binary values
which initialize their velocity vectors in the interval [-6,6].

Each algorithm evaluates fitness of potential solutions with
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and downward target angular velocities are 45 deg
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in both directions.

the equation

F = −
�
all t

(Θ(t) − target(t))2 (3)

where Θ(t) is the angle between the movable forearm and
the fixed upper arm at time t, and target(t) is the target
angle at time t. It is important to note that the fitness
equation does not attempt to minimize overall muscle ac-
tivity or encourage specific neural behaviors. The fitness
function measures the error from the target trace in Fig-
ure 3. The following subsections describe each algorithm in
more detail.

4.1 Genetic Algorithm Training
These experiments use the two standard models of GAs,

steady-state and generational. The generational GA creates
a new population every generation and automatically pre-
serves the two most fit individuals from the previous gener-
ation (elitism). The steady-state version on the other hand
does not generate a new population, but replaces the two
least fit individuals with two offspring during each iteration.
For the real-value segments of the individuals, recombina-
tion is performed via arithmetic crossover [7] added to a
small normal random variable as shown in Table 2. Uni-
form crossover is used for the binary component. In both
algorithms, after an individual is generated via crossover,
each allele in the offspring then undergoes mutation with
probability p, shown in Table 2.

4.2 Particle Swarm Training
The PSO is a relatively new stochastic search and opti-

mization technique based on swarm intelligence developed
by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 [14]. The following ex-
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Table 2: GA, PSO, and BSO parameters
Parameter GA PSO BSO

Trials 35 35 35
Fitness Evaluations 150k 150k 150k

Population Size 30 30 30
Selection Type Tournament N/A Tournament

Tournament Size 2 N/A 2
Crossover Probability 1.0 N/A N/A
Crossover Type (reals) Arithmetic + N(0,0.2) [7] N/A VPAC [20]
Crossover Type (bits) Uniform N/A Uniform
Mutation Probability 1/dimensions N/A 1/dimensions
Mutation Type (reals) N(0,0.2) N/A N(0,1→0)
Mutation Type (bits) Uniform N/A Uniform

Mutation Variance (reals) N/A N/A 1.0 → 0.0
Social (c1, c2) N/A 2,2 2,2

Inertia N/A 0.9→ 0.3 0.9→0.3

periments employ the two main PSO types, inertia and con-
striction. The PSO is modeled with a population of parti-
cles where each particle knows its position and velocity in
n-dimensional space. Each particle remembers the best loca-
tion it has seen and also has access to the best location seen
by the entire swarm. The maximum and minimum values
in the GA are used as constraints for the particles’ veloc-
ities but not their positions. PSO-style algorithms usually
do not need artificial constraints on position values unless
the problem itself requires certain constraints. The inertia
PSO [20] particle velocity at timestep t is

v(t) = Ω(t−1)v(t−1)+(c1)(r1)(xb(t−1))+(c2)(r2)(xgb(t−1))
(4)

where c1 and c2 are social constants shown in Table 2, the
vector xb is the particle’s personal best position, xgb is the
global best position, Ω is the population’s current inertia
value, and r1 and r2 are independent uniform random vari-
ables in the interval [0,1]. The constriction PSO [5] velocity
update equation is

v(t) = τ [v(t− 1) + (c1)(r1)(xb(t− 1)) + (c2)(r2)(xgb(t− 1))]
(5)

where τ is the constriction coefficient derived from the equa-
tion

τ =
2

|2 − φ −
�

φ2 − 4φ| (6)

where

φ =

�
c1 + c2 , c1 + c2 > 4

4.1 , otherwise.
(7)

In these experiments c1 + c2=4, thus φ=4.1 and τ ≈ 0.73.
For real numbers, the position vector for both PSO types is
then updated as

p(t) = p(t − 1) + v(t) (8)

and for the binary numbers it is updated with

p(t) =

�
1 , rand < s(v(t − 1))

0 , otherwise
(9)

where rand is a uniform random variable in the interval [0,1]
and s(v) is the sigmoid function s(v) = 1/(1 + e−v) where v
is the velocity vector [14].

4.3 Breeding Swarm Training
The BSO algorithm is identical to the PSO with added

steps of crossover and mutation. Crossover is implemented
with Settles’ VPAC (Velocity Propelled Averaged Crossover)
[20]. VPAC is defined as

xc1 = (xp1 + xp2)/2 − (φ1)(vp1) (10)

xc2 = (xp1 + xp2)/2 − (φ2)(vp2) (11)

where φ1 and φ2 are independent uniform random variables
on the interval [0,1]. Both offsprings’ xb (personal best)
vector is reset, vc1 = vp1, and vc2 = vp2 after crossover.
Each allele is then mutated with a linearly decaying variance
according to Table 2.

To determine the number of particles to undergo crossover,
the algorithm uses a breeding ratio r. Typically, a small
fixed breeding ratio is chosen and popsize · r particles are
generated via VPAC crossover and mutation. The offspring
particles then replace the least fit popsize · r particles in the
population. VPAC crossover generates offspring in pairs, so
after using the breeding ratio to determine the number of
offspring we round down to the nearest multiple of 2. In
this implementation with a population size of 30 and r=0.1,
2 offspring are created via crossover and mutation and then
inserted at each generation.

4.4 Human Subjects
In our experiments, twenty human subjects completed

submaximal elbow flexion and extension to produce data for
comparison with our SNMS model. Each subject was asked
to stand with his upper arm held by his side and perform
a biceps curl under 9 different conditions: 3 speeds (45 deg

sec
,

90 deg
sec

, 135 deg
sec

) and 3 loads (20%, 50%, and 80% of the sub-
ject’s maximum repetition weight (MRW)). Five repetitions
were completed for the 20% and 50% conditions and three
repetitions were completed for the 80% condition. Speed
was controlled with a metronome. The order of speeds was
randomized and the order of loads within a speed was ran-
domized. Subjects were allowed to practice the speed of the
movement in an unloaded condition prior to beginning test-
ing for that speed condition. A two-minute and five-minute
rest was permitted between the load and speed conditions,
respectively. In this paper we present data corresponding to
three human subjects at a speed of 45 deg

sec
at 20% and 50%

of the subjects’ MRW.
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Figure 4: This shows the average best fitness of each
algorithm over 35 runs. The steady state GA mean
is statistically higher than all other algorithms with
p < 0.01, however it is higher than the constriction
PSO with p < 0.10 (Student’s t-test). The means of
the BSO with inertia and constriction are marginally
higher than their PSO counterparts with p = 0.065
and p = 0.013, respectively (Student’s t-test).

5. RESULTS
Now we compare the relative performance of each algo-

rithm and examine the distribution of best fitness values at
the end of each algorithm run. We also examine the behav-
ior of individually trained systems and compare this with
electromyogram (EMG) data recorded from the human sub-
jects. EMGs reflect the amount of overall muscle activity
by measuring the excitation of a muscle.

5.1 Fitness
Figure 4 shows the average best fitness of each algorithm

averaged over 35 trials over 150,000 fitness evaluations. On
average, the steady state GA yields the highest fit solutions
at the end of training followed closely by the inertia BSO.
Figure 5 and Table 3 show the distribution of solutions for
each algorithm with respect to fitness at the end of each
training run.

Table 3: Mean, Standard Deviation of Mean, Best,
and Worst Fitness of Each Algorithm at the End of
Training

Algorithm Mean Std. Dev. Best Worst
GA (Steady State) -18.56 4.94 -10.95 -38.75
GA (Generational) -30.48 12.91 -15.66 -75.05

PSO (Inertia) -36.60 28.04 -9.12 -116.13
PSO (Constriction) -64.40 53.17 -11.70 -210.80

BSO(Inertia) -25.59 20.46 -5.72 -88.79
BSO (Constriction) -46.73 43.10 -10.01 -177.16

5.2 Behaviors
These results show behaviors of individually trained SNMS

models and the human subjects with EMG readings. In our

BSO (Constriction)

BSO (Inertia)

PSO (Constriction)

PSO (Inertia)

GA (Generational)

GA (Steady State)

-250 -200 -150 -100 -50  0

Fitness

Global Best Solutions at End of Runs

Figure 5: The distribution of the steady state and
generational GAs tightly surround their respective
means whereas the other algorithms have much
wider distributions. The BSO algorithms appear
to have slightly tighter distributions around their
means than their PSO counterparts.
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triceps activity is not needed for stable motion.

experiments we observe that each algorithm generates in-
distinguishable solutions for a given fitness value. Figures 6
and 7 produce similar anatomical motions and are generated
by the steady state GA and the inertia BSO, respectively.
Each algorithm consistently yields solutions which activate
the triceps during the upward motion2. Interestingly, the
triceps EMG in two human subjects (Figure 8 and 9) and
the PSO solution (Figure 7) steadily increases during the
upward motion. However, we hypothesize that human sub-
ject 5 has a particularly strong and toned upper body be-
cause virtually no extra triceps activity is needed to stabilize
the motion (Figure 10). Many solutions also generate small
amounts of muscle fiber excitation, i.e. tonic tension, in the
absence of descending input also shown in Figure 7 which is
also seen in human subject 17 (Figures 8) just before motion
begins.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we show that GAs, PSOs, and BSOs can be

used to fill in the unknown details of the SNMS model, e.g.
the strengths of the individual muscle fibers and synaptic
links, to integrate them all in a single model. We find that
these algorithms effectively train the SNMS model to follow
the target motion. On average, the steady state GA out-
performs all the other algorithms and generates the most
consistent results with respect to fitness. We hypothesize
that the PSO based algorithms yield less consistent results
because the position update equation is a function only of
the velocity and not position. The velocity values for the bi-
nary component direct the particle to a particular position
in binary space, but as the velocity for a given dimension
approaches 0, the position alternates between 0 and 1 with
equal probability (Equation 9). Since the binary values in
the particle represent which subnets receive descending in-
puts, changing these values during algorithm convergence
will likely result in large changes in fitness which may make
it difficult for the PSO based algorithms to generate more
consistent solutions.

Nevertheless, these algorithms generate fundamental bio-
logical behaviors in the SNMS model that are not directly
trained. In biology, during contraction of the biceps, the
triceps usually becomes active to stabilize motion (Figure
8) which is observed in the model (Figure 7). It is impor-
tant to note that the triceps motor units do not receiving
descending signals in the simulation, and thus could remain
inactive. However, the algorithms tend to utilize the triceps
via the afferent pathways to generate solutions that satisfy
the target motion. This suggests that the afferent feedback
components are sufficient to generate the same behaviors
they are responsible for in biology.

The algorithms also tend to train the feedback pathways
in the model to produce small amounts of muscle fiber exci-
tation, i.e. tonic tension, in the absence of descending input
(Figure 7). In biology, the spinal cord’s stretch reflex medi-
ated by the afferent pathways maintains this tension which
plays a key role in maintaining balance and posture. In the
simulation, it facilitates rapid muscle fiber responses at the
initiation of the upward motion which is consistent with the
function of the stretch reflex and other related reflexes [12].

2EMG data from the simulation is taken from a variable
in the Hill model which corresponds to the voltage across
the neuromuscular endplate. Surface electrodes approxi-
mate this voltage on a larger scale.
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The successful training of our SNMS model opens the
door for modeling increasingly complex neuromuscular sys-
tem models for a range of anatomical motions such as rais-
ing and lowering the arm at varying speeds and by training
the system to lift various weights. Researchers can also ex-
pand the model architecture by adding neuron types and
new types of feedback such as joint or pain receptors. The
model can also be changed easily to simulate various mo-
tions in different positions such as moving the arm in the
horizontal plane or in a supine orientation. These types
of improvements in neuromuscular system modeling will in-
crease our understanding of the spinal cord as a nonlinear
control system. This knowledge will also allow researchers
enhance the information processing abilities of robotic con-
trol systems.
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